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Founders:

- Ministry of Defense of Russia
  Founder

Connections:

- Close associates
  - Abdulgazizov Ganiy Khayrullovich – officer, commander of artillery branches
  - Afonin Sergey Vladimirovich – the officer
  - Akchurin Marat Fyaritovich – officer of the Tagil Missile Division
  - Akchurin Marat Fyaritovich – officer of military unit No. 29478 (Verkhesaldinsky district, Sverdlovsk region)
  - Akchurin Marat Fyaritovich – officer of military unit No. 96635 (Balabanovo, Kaluga region)
  - Akchurin Radik Maratovich – officer of the Strategic Missile Forces
  - Akimov Yuriy Nikolaevich – serviceperson
- **Aksenov Aleksandr Viktorovich** – the officer
- **Aksenov Yuriy Viktorovich** – Deputy Commander of the 34th Simferopol Motorized Rifle Division named after Ordzhonikidze (since 2009 – 28 separate motorized rifle brigade of Simferopol named after Ordzhonikidze)
- **Aksenov Yuriy Viktorovich** – офицер войсковой части Сибирского военного округа
- **Aksenov Yuriy Viktorovich** – regiment commander of the 201st military base (formerly the 201st motorized rifle division, military unit 11507, Kulyab, Tajikistan)
- **Aksenov Yuriy Viktorovich** – company commander of military unit 55053 2 UMSR, military unit 67710, military unit 12501, military unit 51201 Far Eastern Military District (Zavitinsk, Amur Region)
- **Aksenova Nelli Yu'ryevna** – serviceperson of the 201st military base (formerly the 201st motorized rifle division, military unit 11507, Kulyab, Tajikistan)
- **Aksenova Nelli Yu'ryevna** – military personnel of military unit 55053 2 UMSR, military unit 67710, military unit 12501, military unit 51201 Far Eastern Military District (Zavitinsk, Amur Region)
- **Aleksandrov Mikhail Vladimirovich** – военнослужащий в распоряжение командира гвардейской учебной авиационной базы (2 разряда) , Западный военный округ
- **Aleksandrov Mikhail Vladimirovich** – senior pilot of an aviation squadron of a separate assault aviation regiment of the Air Force and Air Defense Army, Eastern Military District
- **Aleksandrov Mikhail Vladimirovich** – deputy training aviation squadron commander of the 627 Guards Training Aviation Regiment; Krasnodar Higher Military Aviation Pilot School; Western Military District
- **Aleksandrov Mikhail Vladimirovich** – commander of an aviation unit of an aviation squadron of a separate assault aviation regiment of the Air Force and Air Defense Army, Eastern Military District
- **Aleksandrov Mikhail Vladimirovich** – Senior Pilot Instructor, Guards Training Aviation Regiment, Krasnodar Military Aviation Institute, Western Military District
- **Aleksandrov Mikhail Vladimirovich** – заместитель командира эскадрильи-штурман эскадрильи гвардейского учебного авиационного полка, Краснодарского высшего военного авиационного училища летчиков, Западный военный округ
- **Aleksandrov Mikhail Vladimirovich** – pilot instructor; Guards Training Aviation Regiment, Krasnodar Military Aviation Institute, Western Military District
- **Aleksandrov Mikhail Vladimirovich** – commander of an aviation unit of the Guards Training Aviation Regiment, Krasnodar Military Aviation Institute, Western Military District
- **Alferov Yuriy Nikolaevich** – the officer
- **Andreev Andrey Aleksandrovich** – Air Squadron Commander of the Aviation Group of the Guards Aviation Base (1st grade) of the Air Force and Air Defense Command, Eastern Military District
- **Andreev Andrey Aleksandrovich** – Air Squadron Commander of the Guards Aviation Base (1st grade) of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Andreev Andrey Aleksandrovich** – commander of the Assault Aviation Unit of the Aviation Squadron of the Assault Aviation Regiment of the Guards Assault Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command; North Caucasian Military District
- Andreev Andrey Aleksandrovich – pilot of the Assault Aviation Unit of the Aviation Squadron of the Assault Aviation Regiment of the Guards Assault Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command; North Caucasian Military District
- Andreev Andrey Aleksandrovich – air squadron commander of the Assault Aviation Regiment of the Mixed Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Army, Far Eastern Military District
- Andreev Andrey Aleksandrovich – старший летчик штурмового авиационного звена авиационной эскадрильи штурмового авиационного полка гвардейской штурмовой авиационной дивизии армии ВВС и ПВО, Северо-Кавказский военный округ
- Andreev Andrey Aleksandrovich – Deputy Squadron Leader of the Aviation Squadron of the Assault Aviation Regiment of the Guards Assault Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command; North Caucasian Military District
- Andreev Andrey Aleksandrovich – заместитель командира полка по летной подготовке штурмового авиационного полка гвардейской смешанной авиационной дивизии армии ВВС и ПВО, Восточный военный округ
- Andrianov Nikolay Valentinovich – the officer
- Andrienko Yuriy Ivanovich – the officer
- Anisimov Vyacheslav Alekseevich – the officer
- Annenkov Ruslan Ivanovich – Lieutenant Colonel, Member of the EU Vienna Document Monitoring Mission
- Antoshkin Nikolay Timofeevich – Commander of Frontline Aviation of the Russian Air Force
- Antoshkin Nikolay Timofeevich – Deputy Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Air Force for Combat Training, Head of the Directorate of Combat Training of the Air Force
- Anufriev Igor Anatol'yevich – Regimental Chief of Staff, Regiment Commander, Brigade Commander, Head of Missile Forces and Artillery
- Arapov Vasiliy Vasil'yevich – Head of Communications, Commander of a Communications Platoon of a Howitzer Self-Propelled Artillery Battalion
- Aristov Dmitriy Vasil'yevich – serviceperson
- Arkhipov Nikolay Fedorovich – serviceperson
- Arslanov Anzar Fazylkaramovich – serviceperson
- Averyanov Yuriy Timofeevich – serviceperson
- Azarov Vitaliy Mikhaylovich – начальник главного управления воспитательной работы
- Azarov Vitaliy Mikhaylovich – первый заместитель начальника начальника главного управления воспитательной работы
- Babkin Yuriy Aleksandrovich – serviceperson
- Bagdasarov Semen Arkad'yevich – serviceperson
- Bakumenko Aleksey Yur'evich – Captain of the Coastal Missile and Artillery Troops
- Balandin Aleksey Georgievich – the officer
- Baluevskiy Yuriy Nikolaevich – заместитель начальника главного оперативного управления
- Baluevskiy Yuriy Nikolaevich – Head of the General Headquarters
- Baluevskiy Yuriy Nikolaevich – первый заместитель начальника генерального штаба
- **Baluevskiy Yuriy Nikolaevich** – начальник главного оперативного управления
- **Baluevskiy Yuriy Nikolaevich** – serviceperson
- **Banshchikov Anatoliy Mikhaylovich** – начальник отдела материально-технического обеспечения – заместитель начальника управления по материально-техническому обеспечению 1386 управления дорожно-строительных работ (механизации) 1374 территориального дорожно-строительного управления Центральное дорожно-строительное управление Министерства обороны; офицер командования войсками Уральского военного округа
- **Baranov Evgeniy Viktorovich** – officer of a military unit 51432 (Sescha, Dubrovsky district, Bryansk region)
- **Baranov Evgeniy Viktorovich** – officer of a military unit 65226 (Sescha, Dubrovsky district, Bryansk region)
- **Barmin Ilya Albertovich** – the officer
- **Baskayev Arkady Georgievich** – serviceperson
- **Batyashov Aleksandr Vasil'evich** – head of the company control point (Lesozavodsk, Primorsky krai)
- **Belaventsev Oleg Evgen'yevich** – serviceperson
- **Belenya Andrey Andreevich** – the officer
- **Belozertsev Ivan Aleksandrovich** – serviceperson
- **Belyaev Yuriy Mikhaylovich** – commandant of a military unit 45281
- **Belyaeva Tatiana Aleksandrovnna** – сержант войсковой части 45281
- **Berdin Aleksey Georgievich** – the officer
- **Beregoy Marian Konstantinovich** – serviceperson
- **Beskhmelnitsyn Maksim Mikhaylovich** – serviceperson
- **Bibik Yuriy Leonidovich** – officer of the border forces
- **Bikbaev Ildar Zinurovich** – serviceperson
- **Bizhev Aytech Magamedovich** – заместитель командующего 1-й армией ПВО особого назначения, заместитель начальника главного штаба войск ПВО
- **Bizhev Aytech Magamedovich** – заместитель главнокомандующего ВВС по вопросам Объединенной системы ПВО государств-участников СНГ
- **Bizhev Aytech Magamedovich** – заместитель, первый заместитель начальника главного штаба ВВС
- **Bocharov Andrey Ivanovich** – serviceperson
- **Bogodukhov Vladimir Ivanovich** – (pilot) navigator
- **Bogorodskiy Andrey Vladimirovich** – crew technician; senior crew technician; head of the control group; head of the technical position; head of the aviation technical service
- **Bogoveev Vladimir Kasymovich** – serviceperson
- **Bokov Gennadiy Yur'evich** – the officer
- **Bokov Gennadiy Yur'evich** – commander of the 18th separate electronic warfare brigade of the Central Military District
- **Boluzh Evgeniy Petrovich** – officer of a military unit in the Far Eastern Military District
- **Bondarev Viktor Nikolaevich** – Air Force Commander
- **Bondarev Viktor Nikolaevich** – Aerospace Forces Commander
- **Bondarev Viktor Nikolaevich** – serviceperson
- **Bondarev Viktor Nikolaevich** – Head of the Main Headquarters, First Deputy Air Force Commander
- **Borisov Gennadiy Vasil'evich** – serviceperson
- **Borisov Igor Borisovich** – serviceperson, military officer
- **Borisov Yuriy Ivanovich** – the officer
- **Bostrikov Gennadiy Aleksandrovich** – the officer
- **Bukhtoyarov Pavel Valer'yevich** – serviceman of the airborne troops
- **Bulgakov Dmitriy Vital'yevich** – начальник штаба тыла, первый заместитель начальника тыла
- **Bulgakov Dmitriy Vital'yevich** – Commander of Support
- **Bulgakov Dmitriy Vital'yevich** – serviceperson
- **Bushurov Sergei Evgen'yevich** – serviceperson
- **Butkevich Igor Evgen'yevich** – serviceperson
- **Byalik Andrey Stepanovich** – ensign, senior ensign
- **Chayka Valentin Vasil'yevich** – Deputy Commander of the 62nd Road Building Corps
- **Chayka Valentin Vasil'yevich** – Deputy Commander of the 62nd Road Building Corps
- **Chayko Aleksandr Yur'evich** – Chief of Staff of the Group of Forces in Syria
- **Chayko Aleksandr Yur'evich** – Commander of the Force Grouping in Syria
- **Chayko Aleksandr Yur'evich** – Commander of the Force Grouping in Syria
- **Chebakov Sergey Aleksandrovich** – serviceperson
- **Chebotarev Sergey Viktorovich** – serviceperson
- **Chechin Aleksandr Lvovich** – инженерные и командные должности
- **Cheremisov Konstantin Nikolaevich** – serviceperson
- **Cherkasov Nikolay Ivanovich** – serviceperson
- **Chigoshvili Georgiy Vakhtangovich** – officer of a military unit of the Western Military District (Kursk), officer of an airborne division (Chechnya)
- **Chingiz Atantaev** – serviceperson
- **Chistyakov Aleksandr Nikolaevich** – deputy commander of the regiment; head of the commandant's office of the Zavodskoy district of the city of Grozny
- **Chizhov Sergey Mikhailovich** – офицер войсковых частей 03434, 52676 (Балашиха, Московская область)
- **Chubko Sergey Vladimirovich** – serviceperson
- **Churilova Larisa Petrovna** – военнослужащий в/ч 06862 (посёлок Леонидово)
- **Chursin Igor Nikolaevich** – serviceperson
- **Daudov Abakar Magomeddibirovich** – Strategic Missile Forces Officer
- **Davletberdin Aybulat Raisovich** – officer, unit commander
- **Denisenko Oleg Ivanovich** – serviceperson
- **Denisenko Sergey Borisovich** – офицер 4 и 5 отдельных корпусов ВВС и ПВО (войсковая часть 10866, Екатеринбург)
- **Denisenko Sergey Borisovich** – офицер 4 и 5 отдельных корпусов ВВС и ПВО (войсковая часть 10866, Екатеринбург)
- **Denisenko Sergey Borisovich** – Deputy Chief of Staff of the 5th Air Force and Air Defense Army for combat control; Chief of Staff – Deputy Commander of the 185th Guards Anti-Aircraft Missile Regiment of the 8th Military Space Defense Brigade of the 4th Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Denisov Andrey Andreevich** – офицер Войсковой части Дальневосточного военного округа (Камень-Рыболов, Шкотово, Комсомольск-на-Амуре)
- **Denisov Ilya Pavlovich** – lecturer – 132 Platoon Commander of the Military School of Junior Specialists of the Leningrad Naval Base
Denisov Ilya Pavlovich – начальник военной команды противопожарной защиты и спасательных работ войсковой части 40659
Dergachev Vitaliy Vasil'evich – serviceperson
Desyatkov Nikolay Vasil'yevich – serviceperson
Dimov Oleg Dmitrievich – serviceperson
Dolotov Valeriy Leonidovich – officer of the 33rd motorized rifle division (Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk)
Dolupa Nikolay Aleksandrovich – serviceperson
Dolzhikov Konstantin Viktorovich – officer of the Group of Russian Forces in the Transnistrian region of the Republic of Moldova
Dolzhikov Konstantin Viktorovich – officer of a military unit in the South (North Caucasian) Military District
Dordzhiev Badma Aleksandrovich – serviceperson
Drabynin Andrey Ivanovich – commander of a training tank platoon, commander of a tank company (Central Asian Military District)
Drabynin Andrey Ivanovich – commander of a tank company, deputy head of headquarters of a tank regiment (Turkestan Military District)
Dultsev Nikolay Mikhaylovich – the officer
Duvalin Andrey Viktorovich – officer of military unit No. 11507 (Kulyab, Tajikistan)
Duvalin Andrey Viktorovich – officer of military unit 998 field post 36692 (Tajikistan)
Dyachok Dmitriy Viktorovich – serviceperson
Dyumin Aleksey Gennad'evich – engineer of the central unit of Integrated Technical Control of the Air Forces of Russia
Dzhenetov Rayzudin Seyfulaevich – officer of military unit 44039Sh (ZATO ‘Gorny’/Chita-46, Zabaikalsky krai)
Efremov Vitaliy Grigor'evich – serviceman at the Northern Range ‘Plesetsk’ of the Strategic Missile Forces
Egyan Gamlet Levikovich – the officer
Elchaninov Vadim Mikhailovich – офицер войсковых частей 31264, 09732, 98655, 13189 (Севастополь)
Elchaninov Vadim Mikhailovich – офицер штаба флота Черноморского флота
Em Yuriy Pavlovich – serviceperson
Ermakov Igor Aleksandrovich – officer of a military unit 21860 (Syzran)
Ershov Andrey Valentinovich – the officer
Esimbiev Turpal-Ali Izmudievich – the officer
Ev dokimov Oleg Yu'r'evich – serviceperson
Evkurov Yunus-Bek Bamatgireevich – intelligence chief, Deputy Commander of the Headquarters of the Volga-Ural Military District
Evkurov Yunus-Bek Bamatgireevich – военнослужащий, разведка
Evkurov Yunus-Bek Bamatgireevich – serviceperson
Fakhriddinov Irshat Yunirovich – serviceperson
Fedorov Sergey Ilich – serviceperson
Fedorov Vladimir Anatol'yevich – officer of military units 55486, 63185, 46108, 34411
Fesyuk Danil Valer'yevich – serviceperson
Fomichev Vyacheslav Vasil'yevich – serviceperson
Fomin Aleksandr Vasil'yevich – serviceperson
Frolkin Aleksey Evgen'evich – serviceperson
Frolov Sergey Viktorovich – офицер войсковой части 52683-239 танковый полк (Чебаркуль)
Frolova Irina Valer'yevna – служащая войсковой части 52683 - 239 танковый полк, служащая В/Ч 30240 (Чебаркуль)
Fursov Aleksandr Ilich – officer, commander of artillery branches and units
Futrik Grigoriy Grigor'evich – serviceperson
Fuzhenko Evgeniy Ivanovich – commander of headquarters – deputy commander, commander of a tank regiment in the Western Group of Forces; commander of headquarters – deputy commander of a tank division
Gabdulbariev Radik Mansurovich – officer of the Pacific Fleet, head of the department of the GRAS (hydrographic radio navigation automated system) (Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky), commander of the radio navigation system (Anadyr)
Galaev Yuriy Petrovich – serviceperson
Galkin Pavel Leonidovich – serviceperson
Gasanov Murad Shakhbanovich – the officer
Gaynetdinov Damir Zufarovich – serviceperson
Gemazov Evgeniy Ignat'yevich – officer of a military unit 383 of the motorized rifle training regiment
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich – Head of the General Headquarters
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich – serviceperson
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich – Commander of the 144th Guards Motorized Rifle Division of the North-Western Group of Forces
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich – Deputy Army Commander, Commander of the Headquarters - First Deputy Army Commander, Commander of the 58th Combined Army in the North Caucasus Military District
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich – chief of staff of the Far East Military District
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich – Head of the Chief Directorate of Military Training and Routine Military Duty
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich – Chief of Staff of the North Caucasus Military District
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich – Force Commander of the Leningrad Military District
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich – Head of the General Headquarters
Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich – Force Commander of the Central Military District
Gimadiyev Ruslan Fayruzovich – the officer
Godovanchuk Pavel Aleksandrovich – офицер войсковой части в Туркестанском военном округе
Golovanov Sergey Ivanovich – serviceperson
Golovkin Igor Vladimirovich – Head of the Tank Reserve Storage Department; Deputy Head of the Tank Reserve Base
Golubnichiy Andrey Nikolaevich – офицер группы российских войск в Закавказье, офицер войсковой части в Приволжско-Уральском военном округе
Gorbenko Aleksandr Nikolaevich – военнослужащий, полковник запаса
Gordienko Vladislav Valer'yevich – serviceperson
Goremykin Viktor Petrovich – serviceperson
Gorokholskiy Vladimir Viktorovich – long-range and transport aviation officer
Grebenkin Aleksandr Nikolaevich – employee of the military prosecution office
Grechushkin Nikolay Nikolaevich – заместитель начальника штаба материально-технического обеспечения
Grechushkin Nikolay Nikolaevich – начальник продовольственной и вещевой службы тыла войсковой части № 73484
Grechushkin Nikolay Nikolaevich – head of the food service of various units and formations of the Far Eastern Military District
Grechushkin Nikolay Nikolaevich – Head of the Food Service of the 22nd Combined Arms Guards Army of the Moscow Military District
Grunskiy Konstantin Grigor'yevich – офицер войсковых частей в Уральском, Восточном военных округах, офицер войсковой части 30672 Забайкальского военного округа, офицер Штаба Сибирского военного округа
Guchas Igor Vatslavasovich – serviceperson
Gulyaev Igor Viktorovich – Deputy Commander of the Troops and Forces in Northeastern Russia for Personnel
Gumerov Albert Raifovich – serviceperson
Gumerov Vadim Vil'yevich – the officer
Gurulev Andrey Viktorovich – serviceperson
Gusarov Yuriy Aleksandrovich – platoon commander; company commander; chief of staff of a separate battalion; commander of a military unit; commander of the 16th electronic warfare brigade of the Western Military District
Ignat'yev Evgeniy Konstantinovich – Service man of military unit No. 79222
Ignat'yev Konstantin Vladimirovich – anti-aircraft missile regiment officer; officer of a military unit No 02511
Ignatova Svetlana Mikhaylovna – senior assistant to the head of the branch of the Soviet district military commissariat of Kurgan
Ipatov Mikhail Viktorovich – serviceperson
Irinina Inga Vital'yevna – legal adviser to the military unit 27180
Ivanev Andrey Sergeevich – командующий группировкой Евфрат группировки войск вооруженных сил России в Сирии
Ivanov Andrey Viktorovich – the officer
Ivanov Oleg Anatol'yevich – serviceperson
Ivanov Sergey Vasil'yevich – командир взвода, заместитель начальника рота, начальник отделения
Ivlev Igor Mikhaylovich – officer in the Western Military District: 32 824 art. regiment (Boguchar)
Ivlev Igor Mikhaylovich – officer of a military unit of the Central Military District - 332 anti-tank artillery brigade (Kurgan region)
Ivlev Igor Mikhaylovich – officer of the Turkestan military district - military unit 36690 (Kushka, Turkmenistan)
Ivlev Igor Mikhaylovich – officer of the Eastern Military District – 1781 base for storage of weapons and equipment (Zavitinsk, Amur region); 21 ha. MSD (Belogorsk, Amur region)
Kabashnyy Aleksandr Vladimirovich – head of the test site (marine) of the military unit 15650 (Feodosia)
Kadyrov Rishat Ralifovich – the officer
Kanov Oleg Valerievich – офицер войсковых частей в Санкт-Петербурге, Тюмени, Абакане, Хабаровске
Kantimirov Rustam Gadanovich – pilot, senior pilot, assistant to the district military commissar
Kara-o-ool Yuriy Valer'yevich – the officer
Karimov Rifkat Malikovich – officer, instructor pilot, aviation squadron commander
Karpov Igor Andreevich – офицер войсковой части 17285 (Сенной, Вольский район, Саратовская область)
Kartapolov Andrey Valerievich – Deputy Commander of the 41st Army in the Siberian Military District
Kartapolov Andrey Valerievich – Commander of the Force Grouping in Syria
Kartapolov Andrey Valerievich – serviceperson
Kartapolov Andrey Valerievich – начальник управления главного оперативного управления генерального штаба
Kartapolov Andrey Valerievich – заместитель начальника генерального штаба, начальник главного оперативного управления
Kashafutdinov Takhir Rashidovich – офицер войсковой части 52410 (Песчанка, Чита, Забайкальский край)
Kashin Sergey Viktorovich – deputy commander of a training tank company; commander of a training tank platoon; deputy commander of a company; commander of a repair company; deputy commander of a motorized rifle battalion for weapons
Katoshin Sergey Vladimirovich – офицер Московского погранотряда Туркестанского военного округа (Таджикистан)
Katraшенко Сергей Алексеевич – group commander; division chief of staff; missile division commander
Khabarov Rodion Viktorovich – naval officer
Kharichev Aleksandr Dmitrievich – serviceperson
Kharlamov Sergey Vasil'yevich – officer of military unit of the Siberian Military District; deputy commander of the engineer brigade
Khasanov Albert Sagitovich – офицер войсковых частей 73866, 81667 Уральского военного округа
Khayumov Ruslan Garibzyanovich – командир взвода войсковой части Уральского военного округа
Khayumov Ruslan Garibzyanovich – командир взвода 324-го мотострелкового полка (Чечня)
Khayumov Ruslan Garibzyanovich – офицер войсковых частей 73866, 81667 Уральского военного округа
Khayumov Ruslan Garibzyanovich – офицер войсковой части в Северо-Кавказском военном округе, начальник штаба - заместитель командира мотострелкового батальона 70-го гвардейского мотострелкового полка (Шали, Чечня)
Khlystov Valeriy Evgen'yevich – офицер войсковой части в Туркестанском, Уральском, Приволжско-Уральском военных округах.
Khoroshavin Petr Aleksandrovich – the officer
Khrustov Oleg Sergeevich – serviceperson
Khudaev Roman Imamovich – офицер войсковой части в составе 4 государственного центрального межвидового полигона (4 ГЦМП. Капустин Яр, Астраханская область)
Khutortsev Sergey Vladimirovich – serviceperson
Kileev Dmitriy Aleksandrovich – officer, commander of anti-aircraft missile units and formations
Kipriyanov Artem Sergeevich – the officer
Kirichenko Eduard Leonidovich – officer of a military unit in the Moscow Military District
Kirillov Igor Anatol'yevich – Chief of the Radiation, Chemical and Biological Protection Troops
Klimov Viktor Vladimirovich – serviceperson
Klintsevich Frants Adamovich – serviceperson
- **Kokhan Mikhail Aleksandrovich** – Deputy Head of Communications
- **Komarov Igor Anatoliyevich** – serviceperson
- **Komoedov Vladimir Petrovich** – First Deputy Commander of the Northern Fleet
- **Komoedov Vladimir Petrovich** – Chief of Staff, First Deputy Commander of the Baltic Fleet
- **Komoedov Vladimir Petrovich** – Commander of the Black Sea Fleet, Admiral
- **Komoedov Vladimir Petrovich** – commander of the Baltic squadron of diverse forces of the Baltic Fleet
- **Komoedov Vladimir Petrovich** – commander of the Baltic naval base of the Baltic Fleet
- **Konashenkov Igor Evgeniyevich** – officer of the Main Air Defense Command
- **Kondrat'yev Aleksey Vladimirovich** – serviceperson of the Ulyanovsk airborne division
- **Konosh Dmitriy Alekseevich** – serviceperson
- **Konovalov Sergey Sergeevich** – commander of a reconnaissance group and specialized designation company of a specialized separate reconnaissance battalion of the airborne troops
- **Korenevich Sergey Arkadyevich** – Head of the Department of Educational Work of the Air Force 87253, Deputy Commander of the 40th Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade for Personnel (Kamchatka), Officer of the Air Force in Vladivostok, Kaliningrad
- **Korenevich Sergey Arkadyevich** – Captain of the First Rank, Deputy Commander of the Troops and Forces in the Northeast for Personnel
- **Kostennikov Dmitriy Vyacheslavovich** – serviceperson
- **Kostylev Dmitriy Alekseevich** – офицер войсковой части 75376 (Астраханская область)
- **Kostylev Dmitriy Alekseevich** – офицер командования войсками Центрального военного округа
- **Kostyukov Igor Olegovich** – Head of the General Headquarters
- **Kotovskov Sergey Petrovich** – the officer
- **Kozlov Vasily Valeryevich** – the officer
- **Krasov Andrey Leonidovich** – Head of the Ryazan Guards Higher Airborne Command School (branch of the military educational and scientific center of the ground forces ‘Combined Arms Academy of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation’)
- **Krasov Andrey Leonidovich** – Head of the Headquarters, Deputy Commander of the 119th Paratrooper Regiment
- **Krasov Andrey Leonidovich** – deputy commander of the 76th air assault division
- **Krasov Andrey Leonidovich** – serviceperson of the 106th airborne division
- **Krasov Andrey Leonidovich** – the commander of the 234th regiment of the 76th air assault division
- **Kraynyukov Vladimir Nikolaevich** – the officer
- **Krishtop Maksim Sergeevich** – pilot
- **Krivonosov Sergey Vladimirowich** – serviceperson
- **Krotov Andrey Vladislavovich** – serviceperson
- **Kudinov Aleksandr Alekseevich** – the officer
- **Kudinov Evgeniy Petrovich** – офицер войсковой части в Уральском военном округе
- **Kudryavtsev Aleksandr Nikolaevich** – начальник штаба - заместитель командира учебного мотострелкового полка, командир полка, начальник штаба танковой дивизии
Kudryavtsev Evgeniy Nikolaevich – officer (Novosibirsk)
Kukolev Sergey Igorevich – serviceperson
Kulichkov Aleksey Vladimirovich – the officer
Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich – Head of the Military Training Division of the Navy
Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich – commander of the missile cruiser ‘Moskva’
Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich – Interim Commander of the Caspian Military Flotilla
Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich – commander of the missile cruiser ‘Admiral Golovko’
Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich – Head of the Military Training Division of the Black Sea Fleet
Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich – Head of the Military Training Division of the Baltic Fleet
Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich – Deputy Commander of the Black Sea Fleet
Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich – Naval Assault Force Commander of the Black Sea Fleet
Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich – senior assistant to the commander of the missile cruiser ‘Slava’
Kulikov Sergey Dmitrievich – serviceperson
Kulikov Sergey Valer'yevich – serviceperson
Kuzmenkov Aleksey Mikhailovich – serviceperson
Kuzmenkov Aleksey Mikhailovich – начальник штаба материально-технического обеспечения
Kuzmenkov Aleksey Mikhailovich – Deputy Commander of the Forces of the Southern Military District for Material and Technical Supply
Kuzmenkov Sergey Nikolaevich – officer of military unit No. 23290 (Zarechye, Ulanovsky district, Kaluga region)
Kuznetsov Aleksey Borisovich – the officer
Kuznetsov Igor Yur'yevich – assistant chief of staff for combat and personnel
Kuznetsov Eduard Anatol'yevich – serviceperson
Kvashnin Anatoliy Vasil'yevich – первый заместитель начальника главного оперативного управления генерального штаба
Kvashnin Anatoliy Vasil'yevich – serviceperson
Kvashnin Anatoliy Vasil'yevich – Force Commander of the North Caucasus Military District
Kvashnin Anatoliy Vasil'yevich – Head of the General Headquarters
Kvashnin Anatoliy Vasil'yevich – Commander of the United Force Grouping of Russian Troops in the Chechen Republic
Kvashnin Anatoliy Vasil'yevich – заместитель начальника главного оперативного управления генерального штаба
Lantseva Galina Nikolaevna – head of the storage department in the military unit (Korsakov)
Lapin Aleksandr Pavlovich – Chief of Staff of the Group of Forces in Syria
Lapin Aleksandr Pavlovich – Commander of the Force Grouping in Syria
Lapin Denis Aleksandrovich – commander of a tank company of a separate tank battalion
Lavrov Oleg Leonidovich – serviceperson, colonel
Lazarev Yuriy Petrovich – commander of the aviation unit of the aviation squadron of the guards aviation base (1st grade) of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Lazarev Yuriy Petrovich** – commander of an Aviation Squadron of the Assault Aviation Regiment of the Guards Mixed Aviation Division of the Army of the Air Force and Air Defense
- **Lazarev Yuriy Petrovich** – commander of the aviation squadron of the aviation group of the guards aviation base (1st grade) of the Air Force and Air Defense Army
- **Lazarev Yuriy Petrovich** – commander of the aviation unit of the aviation squadron of the aviation group of the guards aviation base (1st grade) of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Lazarev Yuriy Petrovich** – pilot of the Guards Assault Aviation Regiment of the Mixed Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Lazarev Yuriy Petrovich** – Senior pilot of the Guards Assault Aviation Regiment of the Mixed Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Lazarev Yuriy Petrovich** – commander of the assault aviation unit of the aviation squadron of the mixed aviation division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Lazarev Yuriy Petrovich** – deputy commander of the aviation squadron of the aviation group of the guards aviation base (1st grade) of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – commander of the Aviation Squadron of the Aviation Base of the Air Force and Air Defense Command, Eastern Military District
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – Deputy Commander of the Aviation Squadron of the Mixed Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command, Eastern Military District
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – командир штурмового авиационного звена авиационной эскадрильи смешанной авиационной дивизии командования ВВС и ПВО Восточного военного округа
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – Senior Pilot of the assault aviation regiment of the mixed aviation division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command of the Eastern Military District
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – pilot of the guards assault aviation regiment of the mixed aviation division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command of the Eastern Military District
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – Pilot of the assault aviation regiment of the mixed aviation division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command of the Eastern Military District
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – Deputy Commander of a Separate Assault Aviation Regiment of the Army of the Air Force and Air Defense of the Eastern Military District
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – Deputy Commander of the Aviation Squadron of the Guards Aviation Base of the Air Force and Air Defense Command, Eastern Military District
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – Deputy Commander of the Aviation Squadron of the Guards Aviation Base of the Air Force and Air Defense Command, Eastern Military District
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – Deputy Commander of the Regiment for Flight Training of the Separate Assault Aviation Regiment of the Air Force and Air Defense Army, Eastern Military District
- **Legaev Sergey Vladimirovich** – commander of the Aviation Squadron of the Separate Mixed Aviation Regiment of the Air Force and Air Defense Command, Eastern Military District
Lentsov Aleksandr Ivanovich – заместитель командующего воздушно-десантными войсками
Lentsov Aleksandr Ivanovich – serviceperson
Lentsov Aleksandr Ivanovich – Deputy Commander of the Commandant's Headquarters of the Syria Disposition
Lentsov Aleksandr Ivanovich – заместитель главнокомандующего сухопутными войсками
Litvinova Vlada Vladimirovna – service person
Lobanov Dmitriy Yur'yevich – tank platoon leader
Loginov Vyacheslav Yur’evich – serviceman, commander of a sound-measuring reconnaissance platoon, senior lieutenant
Loginov Mikhail Yur’evich – serviceperson
Lopatin Gennadiy Borisovich – serviceperson
Lukyanov Sergey Vladimirovich – missile brigade officer of the Volga Military District (Kamenka, Penza region)
Lyutov Vladimir Anatol’yevich – the officer
Makhmutov Anvar Anasovich – serviceperson
Makhtiev Arbi Vakhaevich – офицер флота
Maksimenko Valeriy Aleksandrovich – serviceperson
Maksurov Andrey Gennad’yevich – командир взвода, командир роты, начальник штаба, командир танкового батальона В/Ч Приволжско-Уральского военного округа (Чебаркуль, Челябинская область)
Maksurov Andrey Gennad’yevich – заместитель командаира 201 военной базы (Душанбе, Таджикистан)
Maksurov Andrey Gennad’yevich – заместитель командаира полка в Приволжско-Уральском военном округе (Чебаркуль, Челябинская область)
Maksurova Alena Petrovna – служащая 90-й танковой дивизии в Приволжско-Уральском военном округе (Чебаркуль, Челябинская область)
Mamedov Ruslan Nuraddin ogly – serviceperson
Matovnikov Aleksandr Anatol’yevich – командующий силами специальных операций, заместитель начальника главного управления генерального штаба
Matovnikov Aleksandr Anatol’yevich – заместитель главнокомандующего сухопутными войсками
Matovnikov Aleksandr Anatol’yevich – заместитель командующего силами специальных операций
Matovnikov Aleksandr Anatol’yevich – First Deputy Head of ‘Alfa’ Division
Matovnikov Aleksandr Anatol’yevich – serviceperson, ‘Alfa’ division
Matveev Vladimir Viktorovich – офицер войсковой части 69771 (Екатеринбург)
Melnikov Oleg Viktorovich – military unit officer in the war with Ukraine
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich – Commander of the 73rd Brigade of the Water Area Defense Ships (Astrakhan)
Menyaylo Sergey Sergeevich – serviceperson
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich – commander of the Novorossiysk naval base of the Black Sea Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich – commander of the sea trawler ‘Rear Admiral Vlasov’ of the Kola all-arms forces flotilla of the North Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich – Deputy Commander of the Black Sea Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich – commander of the navigational warhead of the Kola all-arms forces flotilla of the North Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich – Chief of Staff of the Novorossiysk Naval Base of the Black Sea Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich – commander of the base trawler of the Kola all-arms forces flotilla of the North Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich – Commander of the Headquarters of the 106th Brigade of the Caspian flotilla water area defense ships (Kaspysk, Dagestan)
Merkulov Igor Aleksandrovich – officer, division commander
Mikhaylik Aleksandr Georgievich – serviceperson
Mikhed Vladimir Vas'ilyevich – serviceperson
Milchakov Aleksey Yur'yevich – serviceperson
Mironov Sergey Vladimirovich – офицер войсковой части
Mishin Mikhail Nikolaevich – serviceperson
Mityushev Dmitriy Ilich – serviceperson
Mizintsev Mikhail Evgen'yevich – student of the Military Academy named after Frunze
Mizintsev Mikhail Evgen'yevich – Chief of Operations – Deputy Chief of Staff of the Moscow Military District
Mizintsev Mikhail Evgen'yevich – Chief of Operations – Deputy Chief of Staff of the North Caucasian Military District
Mizintsev Mikhail Evgen'yevich – Chief of Operations – Deputy Chief of Staff of the South Military District
Mizintsev Mikhail Evgen'yevich – commander of a motorized rifle battalion (mountain) of a motorized rifle regiment of a motorized rifle division in the Transcaucasian Military District
Mogilevskiy Stanislav Yur'evich – assistant to the head of the group of the 3rd department, engineer of the 3rd department
Mokeev Igor Rudolfovich – serviceperson
Molodanov Viktor Vladimirovich – the officer
Moroz Sergey Anatol'yevich – serviceperson
Morozov Aleksandr Vas'ilyevich – commander of a platoon of radiation and chemical reconnaissance
Mozhaev Sergey Aleksandrovich – Officer of military unit No. 12609 Division (Kansk) of the Strategic Missile Forces
Nakladyev Vyacheslav Viktorovich – officer of the 23rd Missile Forces
Nekhoroshev Igor Anatol'yevich – the officer
Naumov Evgeniy Viktorovich – штурман звена войсковой части 86641 (Черкассы, Украина; Канатово, Кировоградская область)
Nazarov Aleksandr Yur'evich – service
Nazarov Sergey Vladimirovich – serviceperson
Nechiporenko Viktor Borisovich – officer of military unit No. 23290 of the Strategic Missile Forces
Nekhorshev Igor Anatol'yevich – officer of military unit No. 55640
Nenashev Mikhail Petrovich – serviceperson
Nesterenko Aleksey Ivanovich – the officer
Netbalskii Nikolay Konstantinovich – serviceperson
Nikitaev Denis Gennad'yevich – офицер войсковой части 21037
Nosatov Aleksandr Mikhailovich – заместитель командующего Черноморским флотом, начальник штаба — первый заместитель командующего Черноморским флотом
Nosatov Aleksandr Mikhaylovich – начальник Главного штаба ВМФ — первый заместитель Главнокомандующего ВМФ России
Novikov Mikhail Viktorovich – platoon commander, teacher of the training unit of the construction troops
Novoselov Andrey Vladimirovich – platoon commander, chief of staff — deputy commander of the radio engineering brigade
Osipov Igor Vladimirovich – Chief of Staff, First Deputy Commander of the Pacific Fleet
Ostapchuk Kirill Nikolaevich – Assistant Commander of the Krasnoyarsk Garrison
Ostapchuk Kirill Nikolaevich – platoon commander, company commander, staff officer of the Krasnoyarsk Higher Command School of Air Defense Radio Electronics
Ostapchuk Kirill Nikolaevich – Commandant of the Krasnoyarsk garrison
Ovchinnikov Sergey Viktorovich – military unit officer in Nizhny Novgorod, the Voronezh region (Verkhnemamonsky, Paninsky, Novo-Umsansky districts)
Ovsyannikov Yurii Petrovich – serviceperson
Pakhomov Ivan Vyacheslavovich – the officer
Pakhomov Eduard Vadimovich – командир мотострелкового взвода, командир мотострелковой роты
Pankov Sergey Nikolaevich – officer in the Moscow Military District
Pedan Viktor Aleksandrovich – commander of a separate air defense radar company of military unit 27949 (Igarka, Krasnoyarsk Krai)
Perov Sergey Evgen'yevich – serviceperson
Petukhov Aleksandr Yuri'evich – serviceperson, military officer
Petukhov Mikhail Vladimirovich – serviceperson
Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich – senior technician of the regulation and repair group (sighting and navigation complex) of the guards assault aviation regiment of the mixed aviation division of military aviation
Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich – Deputy Head of the Service – Senior Engineer of the Aviation Engineering Service of the Assault Aviation Regiment of the Guards Mixed Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Army
Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich – Senior Engineer of the Aviation Engineering Service of the aviation group of the guards aviation base (1st grade) of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich – head of the regulation and repair group (aircraft armament) of the technical and operational unit of the guards assault aviation regiment of the mixed aviation division of the Air Force and Air Defense Army
- **Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – Senior Engineer of the Aviation Engineering Service of the Assault Aviation Regiment of the Guards Mixed Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – at the disposal of the commander of military unit 92669
- **Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – Senior Engineer of the Aviation Engineering Service of the Guards Assault Aviation Regiment of the Mixed Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Army
- **Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – Engineer of the Aviation Engineering Service of the Aviation Base (1st grade) of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – Engineer of the Aviation Engineering Service of the Guards Assault Aviation Regiment of the Mixed Aviation Division of the Air Force and Air Defense Army
- **Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – Engineer of the Aviation Engineering Service of the Aviation Base (1st grade) of the Air Force and Air Defense Command
- **Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – Senior Technician of the crew (aircraft maintenance) of the Fighter Aviation Regiment of the Aviation Engineering Division of Military Aviation
- **Pogorelskiy Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – engineer of the aviation technical detachment of the Fighter Aviation Regiment of the Aviation Engineering Division of Military Aviation
- **Poluzin Sergey Vladimirovich** – serviceperson
- **Ponomarev Igor Alekseevich** – serviceperson, colonel
- **Popov Viktor Egorovich** – serviceperson
- **Popov Mikhail Mikhailovich** – serviceperson
- **Potomskiy Vadim Vladimirovich** – serviceperson
- **Poyaskov Oleg Aleksandrovich** – officer of the military unit of the Siberian Military District (Novosibirsk region, Shilovo)
- **Pozharskiy Andrey Vladimirovich** – офицер войсковой части 11761 Западного военного округа (Муром, Владимирская область)
- **Pozharskiy Andrey Vladimirovich** – офицер командования 201 военной базы в Таджикистане (войсковой части пп 01162)
- **Pozharskiy Andrey Vladimirovich** – офицер войсковой части в Дальневосточном военном округе
- **Pridankin Andrey Borisovich** – serviceperson
- **Prokhoda Aleksandr Olegovich** – serviceperson
- **Prokop'yev Artem Aleksandrovich** – serviceperson
- **Prokopenko Sergey Aleksandrovich** – serviceperson
- **Prokuronov Grigoriy Vladimirovich** – serviceperson
- **Pronichkin Igor Aleksandrovich** – commander of a military unit 65363 of radiation, chemical and biological protection troops of the Southern Military District (Volgograd)
- **Pronichkin Igor Aleksandrovich** – Commander of the Regiment for the Consequences of Accidents Elimination and the Protection of ‘Kizner’ Object of the Federal Directorate for the Safe Storage and Destruction of Chemical Weapons
- **Pudov Andrey Nikolaevich** – курсант, военнослужащий
- **Punchuk Anatoliy Grigor'evich** – serviceperson
- **Putin Vladimir Vladimirovich** – Supreme Commander-in-Chief
- **Putin Vladimir Vladimirovich** – Supreme Commander-in-Chief
- **Puzanov Igor Evgen'evich** – Force Commander of the Moscow Military District
- **Puzanov Igor Evgen'evich** – Force Commander of the Leningrad Military District
- **Puzanov Igor Evgen'evich** – First Deputy Commander of the Army of the Moscow Military District
Radchuk Denis Vital'yevich – commander
Radtsev Vyacheslav Vladimirovich – the officer
Raisov Vitaliy Zhugancelevich – the officer
Rak Aleksandr Fedorovich – Deputy Chief of Staff for Mobilization Work, Chief of Staff of the 666th Anti-Aircraft Missile Regiment (military unit 68332, Bratsk)
Ramazanov Akhmad Davudovich – офицер, прораб, начальник СМУ войсковой части Северо-Кавказского военного округа (Краснодар, Грозный, Армавир, Буденновск, Буйнакск)
Regnatskiy Vladimir Vladimirovich – serviceperson
Rezvykh Mikhail Anatol'yevich – the officer
Rogachik Aleksandr Stepanovich – serviceperson
Rogozhkin Nikolay Evgen'yevich – serviceperson
Romanov Vyacheslav Vyacheslavovich – officer of military unit 29738 of the Turkestans military district
Romanov Suren Grigor'yevich – head of the 328th ensign school (military unit 44558, Chita)
Romanov Suren Grigor'yevich – reconnaissance officer of motorized rifle troops
Roslyakov Artem Andreevich – deputy commander of the technical company of the airfield technical unit of the mixed aviation division of the Air Force and Air Defense Command, Far Eastern Military District
Roslyakov Artem Andreevich – командир электротехнического взвода технической роты батальона аэродромно-технического обеспечения авиационно-технической базы смешанной авиационной дивизии армии ВВС и ПВО, Дальневосточный военный округ
Roslyakov Artem Andreevich – командир технической роты батальона аэродромно-технического обеспечения авиационной группы гвардейской авиационной базы командования ВВС и ПВО, Дальневосточный военный округ
Rudchenko Evgeniy Mikhaylovich – officer of a military unit in the Moscow Military District
Rybakov Sergey Evgen'yevich – serviceperson
Ryzhov Dmitriy Leonidovich – serviceperson
Sablin Vladimir Korneevich – psychologist of the aviation regiment of the Far Eastern Air Defense Army
Sablin Dmitriy Vadimovich – serviceperson
Sadovenko Yuriy Eduardovich – serviceperson
Saenkov Aleksey Anatol'yevich – officer of the air defense military unit of the Strategic Missile Forces (Amur region)
Saidov Umar Musaevich – officer of military unit No. 43145 (Sverdlovsk region)
Saitov Yuriy Vasil'yevich – офицер специальной правительственной связи
Salkin Sergey Alekseevich – officer of a military unit in the Tver region, Nizhny Novgorod region, Chechnya, Volga, Siberian, Central military district
- **Salyukov Oleg Leonidovich** - Deputy Commander of the Far Eastern Military District
- **Salyukov Oleg Leonidovich** - Commander of the Far Eastern Military District
- **Salyukov Oleg Leonidovich** - commander in chief of the ground forces
- **Salyukov Oleg Leonidovich** - serviceperson
- **Salyukov Oleg Leonidovich** - chief of staff of the Far East Military District
- **Samokrutov Valeriy Pavlovich** - the officer
- **Samokutyaev Aleksandr Mikhaylovich** - старший лётчик, заместитель командира
- **Samoylov Andrey Vasil'evich** - the officer
- **Sanchik Aleksandr Semenovich** - the officer
- **Savenko Igor Gennad'evich** - serviceperson
- **Seliverstov Viktor Valentinovich** - serviceperson, military officer
- **Semenov Dmitriy Evgen'yevich** - serviceperson
- **Semkin Vyacheslav Nikolaevich** - the officer
- **Sereda Andrey Petrovich** - serviceperson
- **Sergun Igor Dmitrievich** - Head of the Main Division of the General Headquarters, Deputy Head of the General Headquarters
- **Sevastey Aleksandr Iosifovich** - commander of the radio engineering regiment of the air defense formation of the Northern Fleet
- **Sevastey Aleksandr Iosifovich** - assistant to the operational duty command post of the regiment; unit commander; chief of staff - deputy commander of the regiment of radio-technical air defense forces of the Baltic Fleet
- **Shabalin Sergey Petrovich** - serviceperson
- **Shalygin Andrey Gennad'evich** - serviceman of the navy
- **Shamanov Vladimir Anatol'yevich** - commander of the 328th Guards Paratrooper Regiment of the 104th Guards Airborne Division
- **Shamanov Vladimir Anatol'yevich** - Head of the Headquarters, Deputy Commander of the 7th Guards Airborne Division
- **Shapkin Vladimir Nikolaevich** - serviceperson
- **Shaposhnikov Valeriy Alekseevich** - serviceperson
- **Sharoyka Andrey Mikhaylovich** - platoon commander of an electronic warfare company of the 166th separate guards motorized rifle brigade of the 22nd guard forces Combined Arms Army of the Moscow Military District
- **Shatalov Andrey Alekseevich** - officer of a military unit of the Strategic Missile Forces
- **Shchavlev Aleksandr Vladimirovich** - officer of a military unit in the Moscow Military District
- **Shchedrin Aleksey Valer'yevich** - the officer
- **Shcherbinin Dmitriy Viktorovich** - head of the maintenance group of the MI-8 helicopter squadron; head of the maintenance group for helicopters MI-8, MI-6
- **Sheremet Igor Anatol'yevich** - Head of the General Headquarters
- **Shevtsova Natalya Vladimirovna** - управление береговых войск
- **Shilov Vladimir Pavlovich** - officer of the military unit of the road construction troops (Kirov region)
- **Shilov Oleg Valer'yevich** - engineer of the radar complex in the military unit of the village of Startsevo, Krasnoyarsk krai
- **Shimanskiy Oleg Valentinovich** - serviceperson
- **Shnyukov Aleksandr Viktorovich** - офицер войсковой части 74292
- **Shoytov Aleksandr Mikhaylovich** - serviceperson
- **Shulika Vitaliy Dmitrievich** – Confidential Communication serviceman of the Navy
- **Shyavin Mikhail Vasil'evich** – the officer
- **Sidorkevich Igor Mikhaylovich** – serviceperson
- **Sinyukov Stanislav Vladimirovich** – officer of military unit No. 34513 OBBO ROiR (41 missile divisions, Aleisk, Altai Krai)
- **Sipyagin Aleksey Ilich** – officer of a military unit in the Far Eastern Military District (Khabarovsk Krai)
- **Skurikhin Vyacheslav Vladimirovich** – ensign, officer of a military unit of the Siberian military district
- **Slinkin Aleksandr Mikhailovich** – officer of military units of the Siberian and Far Eastern Military Districts, battalion commander, division commander
- **Slinkin Oleg Vladimirovich** – serviceperson
- **Slyshchenko Konstantin Grigor'yevich** – serviceperson
- **Sobolev Viktor Ivanovich** – serviceperson
- **Sofin Sergey Aleksandrovich** – Deputy Chief of Staff, Chief of Staff of the Aviation Technical Base
- **Solodkin Konstantin Nikolaevich** – officer, assistant to the operational duty officer of the automated workplace of military unit 64128 (Novosibirsk)
- **Solomatin Vladimir Anatol'yevich** – aviation serviceman, deputy commander of the aviation regiment for flight training
- **Solonovich Andrey Vasil'yevich** – serviceperson
- **Solov'yev Sergey Valer'yevich** – serviceperson
- **Sosnaliey Mukhamed Anatol'yevich** – the officer
- **Spiridonov Sergey Vladimirovich** – офицер войсковой части Сибирского военного округа (Абакан, Хакасия)
- **Spiridonov Sergey Vladimirovich** – заместитель командира войсковой части 92811
- **Stankevich Igor Valentinovich** – Deputy Head of the Department of Educational Work of the Volga Military District
- **Stankevich Igor Valentinovich** – Deputy Commander for Morale Welfare of the 81st Guards Motorized Rifle Regiment
- **Starovoytov Yuriy Valer'yevich** – officer of military unit No. 23290, officer of military unit No. 55007
- **Starunskiy Aleksandr Gennad'yevich** – Senior Liaison Officer of the General Staff at the Multinational Division (North) Headquarters in Bosnia and Herzegovina
- **Stavitskiy Yuriy Mikhaylovich** – chief of engineering troops
- **Stavitskiy Yuriy Mikhaylovich** – serviceperson
- **Stepanenko Rustam Alievich** – serviceperson
- **Stepanov Gennadiy Gennad'evich** – the officer
- **Stepanov Oleg Nikolaevich** – serviceperson
- **Suchkov Vitaliy Ivanovich** – serviceperson
- **Sukhov Maksim Ivanovich** – aviation regiment officer – senior technician, flight engineer of AN-124 ‘Ruslan’ (Tver, Sescha, Bryansk region, Ulyanovsk)
- **Sukhov Stepan Maksimovich** – the officer
- **Surin Aleksandr Mikhailovich** – commander of an anti-aircraft missile regiment in Samara
- **Surin Aleksandr Mikhailovich** – chief of staff – deputy commander of a group of divisions in the Krasnoyarsk Krai
- **Surin Aleksandr Mikhailovich** – начальник специальной службы штаба зенитной ракетной бригады в Хакасии
- **Surin Aleksandr Mikhailovich** – unit commander, chief of staff of the anti-aircraft missile regiment in Angarsk
- **Surkov Andrey Petrovich** – officer of a military unit (Elan, Sverdlovsk region)
- **Surovikin Sergey Vladimirovich** – Commander of a group of troops of the Russian Armed Forces in Syria
- **Surovikin Sergey Vladimirovich** – Commander of a group of troops of the Russian Armed Forces in Syria
- **Surovikin Sergey Vladimirovich** – Aerospace Forces Commander
- **Syrygin Aleksey Aleksandrovich** – officer of the military unit of the space forces
- **Terent'ev Aleksey Viktorovich** – serviceperson
- **Tereshchuk Pavel Vasili'yevich** – the officer
- **Tereshkova Valentina Vladimirovna** – space instructor
- **Tikhonchuk Oleg Ivanovich** – adviser to the group of Russian military advisers in Syria
- **Tikhonchuk Oleg Ivanovich** – Officer of a military unit of the Air defense in the Siberian military district
- **Titov Aleksey Anatol'yevich** – platoon commander, company commander, chief of staff of the repair and restoration battalion of the Moscow Military District (Kaluga)
- **Titov Aleksey Anatol'yevich** – commander of the military unit of the Military Equipment Storage Base (Noginsk)
- **Titov Aleksey Anatol'yevich** – commander of a separate battalion (Mozhaysk)
- **Tkachenko Vitalyi Nikolaevich** – командир танкового взвода, командир танковой роты Группы российских войск в Закавказье (Гюмри, Армения)
- **Tkachenko Vitalyi Nikolaevich** – заместитель командира танкового батальона (Грозный, Надтеречный район, Чечня)
- **Torden Voyslav Igorevich** – serviceperson
- **Tratsenko Dmitriy Vasil'yevich** – commander of a motorized infantry platoon
- **Trubnikov Aleksandr Yur'yevich** – division commander of the Trans-Baikal Military District; commander of the anti-aircraft missile brigade of the Siberian Military District
- **Tsivilev Sergey Evgen'yevich** – serviceperson
- **Tsybulskiy Aleksandr Vital'yevich** – serviceperson
- **Ulanov Andrey Yur'yevich** – serviceperson
- **Ustinov Vladimir Alekseevich** – командир 131 гвардейской Лозовской Краснознаменной мотострелковой дивизии (Ясная, Забайкальский край)
- **Ustinov Vladimir Alekseevich** – командир 36 гвардейской Лозовской Краснознаменной мотострелковой бrigады (Борзя, Забайкальский край)
- **Ustinov Vladimir Alekseevich** – командир мотострелковой бригады в Сибирском военном округе (Кемеровская область)
- **Ustinov Vladimir Alekseevich** – командир 102 военной базы в Армении
- **Vakulenko Yuriy Ivanovich** – Chief of the Political Department of the Second Division of Anti-Submarine Ships of the Northern Fleet
- **Vakulenko Yuriy Ivanovich** – Acting Deputy Commander of the Northern Fleet for Military and Political Affairs
- **Vakulenko Yuriy Ivanovich** – Deputy Commander of the Kola Flotilla of the Northern Fleet for Personnel
Vakulenko Yuriy Ivanovich – the officer
Vartkinayan Gennadiy Seyranovich – serviceperson
Vasil'iev Igor Vladimirovich – serviceperson
Vasilenko Aleksandr Borisovich – serviceperson
Vasil'tsov Yuriy Aleksandrovich – serviceperson
Vavilov Oleg Vital'yevich – serviceperson
Vechernin Andrey Borisovich – офицер, начальник штаба - заместитель начальника общевойскового полигона войсковой части Приволжско-уральского военного округа
Venediktov Vitaliy Aleksandrovich – the officer
Venediktov Mikhail Vladimirovich – serviceperson
Venevitin Roman Gennad'yevich – командир 72 мотострелковой бригады
Verbitskiy Dmitriy Gennad'yeovich – the officer
Vinogradov Andrey Pavlovich – serviceperson
Volkov Oleg Viktorovich – serviceperson
Volovichev Igor Leonidovich – commander of a training tank platoon
Voronin Vladimir Vasil'yevich – serviceperson
Voronovskiy Anatoliy Vladimirovich – Assistant Chief of Staff for Combat Training of the Special Purpose Reconnaissance Post of the Northern Fleet; Senior Officer of the Office of the Deputy Fleet Commander for Armaments
Voropanov Sergey Petrovich – the officer
Voystatenko Igor Mikhaylovich – serviceperson
Vozhdaev Stanislav Aleksandrovich – the officer
Yakovlev Aleksandr Valentinovich – начальник автомобильной службы — командир взвода отдельного батальона связи и радиотехнического обеспечения 4 отдельной армии ПВО (Пермь)
Yakovlev Aleksandr Valentinovich – начальник автомобильной и электрогазовой службы 5 отдельной армии ВВС и ПВО
Yakovlev Aleksandr Valentinovich – офицер 4 отдельной армии ПВО (Екатеринбург)
Yakovlev Andrey Nikolaevich – the officer
Yanovich Evgeniy Stanislavovich – commander of military unit 54630 of the Main Armored Directorate of the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation (Kazulka, Krasnoyarsk Territory)
Yapparov Ildar Gizovich – officer of military commissariats
Yapparov Ildar Gizovich – officer, military builder
Yuferev Konstantin Vladislavovich – serviceperson, military officer
Zabnev Igor Aleksandrovich – officer of the 47th Guards Tank Division (Nizhny Novgorod region)
Zabnev Igor Aleksandrovich – officer of military unit No. 66562 of the Western Group of Forces in Germany
Zakhrayapin Nikolay Yur'yeovich – serviceperson
Zaluzhenko Aleksandr Sergeevich – serviceperson
Zamura Evgeniy Viktorovich – officer of military unit No. 83551 (Iturup Island, Far Eastern Military District)
Zaripov Ayrat Nurikhanovich – officer of a military unit in the Volga-Ural Military District
Zavalishin Vladimir Aleksandrovich – serviceperson
Zavarzin Viktor Mikhaylovich – serviceperson
Zavarzin Viktor Mikhaylovich – the Main Military Representative of Russia at NATO (Brussels)
- **Zavarzin Viktor Mikhaylovich** – the Main Military Representative of Russia at NATO (Brussels)
- **Zaytsev Denis Evgen’yevich** – serviceperson
- **Zemtsovskiy Aleksey Ar’yevich** – the officer
- **Zenin Igor Vladimirovich** – officer, pilot-engineer
- **Zhiganov Aleksey Mikhailovich** – офицер войсковой части воздушно-десантных войск
- **Zhlobov Andrey Vasil’yevich** – officer of military unit No. 43145 (Malino, Moscow region)
- **Zhuravlev Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – Deputy Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation
- **Zhuravlev Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – Commander of the Grouping of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation in the Syrian Arab Republic
- **Zhuravlev Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – chief of staff of a tank regiment, commander of a motorized rifle division of the Far Eastern Military District
- **Zhuravlev Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – Chief of Staff of the Grouping of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation in the Syrian Arab Republic
- **Zhuravlev Aleksandr Aleksandrovich** – Commander of the Grouping of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation in the Syrian Arab Republic
- **Zhuravlev Vladimir Nikolaevich** – офицер Тихоокеанского флота ВМФ РФ, командир подводной лодки "К-433", капитан 1 ранга
- **Zvyagintsev Nikolay Vasil’yevich** – officer of military unit No. 31533 (Perm, Uralsk Military District)
- **Starodubtsev Vladimir Dmitrievich** – serviceperson
- **Vitrinskiy Valentin Mikhaylovich** – serviceperson

**Related companies**

- **1-й гвардейский танковый Чертковский дважды ордена Ленина, Краснознамённый, орденов Суворова, Кутузова и Богдана Хмельницкого полк имени маршала бронетанковых войск М. Е. Катукова - войсковая часть 58198** – Controlled by
- **1st Guards Tank Army – Military Unit 73621** – Controlled by
- **103-я ракетная бригада - войсковая часть № 47130** – Controlled by
- **104-й гвардейский десантно-штурмовой полк - военная часть 32515** – Controlled by
- **105-я гвардейская смешанная авиационная Борисовская Померанская дважды Краснознамённая, ордена Суворова дивизия** – Controlled by
- **108-й гвардейский десантно-штурмовой полк - военная часть 42091** – Controlled by
- **11th Red Banner Army of the Air Force and Air Defense – military unit 64603** – Controlled by
- **11-я отдельная гвардейская десантно-штурмовая бригада - военная часть 32364** – Controlled by
- **112-й отдельный вертолётный полк - войсковая часть 78081** – Controlled by
- **114 Артиллерийский полк - войсковая часть 45377** – Controlled by
- **121-й мотострелковой дивизии** – Controlled by
131-я отдельная мотострелковая казачья бригада - Controlled by
14-я отдельная гвардейская Барановичская Краснознамённая Ордена Красной Звезды инженерная бригада - Войсковая часть 30763 - Controlled by
The 15th Separate Motorized Rifle Aleksandriyskaya (Peacekeeping) Brigade - military unit 90600 - Controlled by
150-я мотострелковая дивизия - войсковая часть 22179 - Controlled by
1533rd anti-aircraft missile regiment - military unit 40083 - Controlled by
177th Air Defense Fighter Aviation Regiment - Military Unit 10232 - Controlled by
18-й гвардейский истребительный авиационный Витебский дважды Краснознамённый, ордена Суворова и французского креста ордена Почётного Легиона полк «Нормандия-Неман», войсковая часть - 21806 - Controlled by
18-я бригада армейской авиации - войсковая часть 42838 - Controlled by
187-й Псковский межвидовой региональный учебный центр по подготовке младших специалистов инженерных войск ордена Красной звезды - войсковая часть 73420 - Controlled by
2nd Guards Combined Arms Army of the Russian Armed Forces - Military Unit 22223 - Controlled by
20-я гвардейская общевойсковая армия - "ВОЙСКОВАЯ ЧАСТЬ 89425" - Controlled by
20-я отдельная гвардейская мотострелковая бригада - войсковая часть 22220 - Controlled by
200th Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade – Military Unit No. 08275 - Controlled by
205th Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade – Military Unit No. 74814 - Controlled by
22-й армейский корпус - Controlled by
24-я отдельная бригада специального назначения - войсковая часть 55433 - Controlled by
25-я отдельная гвардейская мотострелковая бригада - войсковая часть 29760 - Controlled by
29-я общевойсковая армия - Controlled by
319-й отдельный вертолётный полк - войсковая часть № 13984 - Controlled by
33-й мотострелковый полк - Controlled by
34th Motorized Rifle Division of the Combined Arms Army of the Russian Armed Forces - Military Unit 61423 - Controlled by
34-я отдельная мотострелковая бригада (горная) - войсковая часть 01485 - Controlled by
35-я общевойсковая армия Восточного военного округа - Controlled by
35-я отдельная гвардейская мотострелковая бригада - воинская часть 41659 - Controlled by
36-я общевойсковая армия - войсковая часть 05776 - Controlled by
39-я отдельная мотострелковая Краснознамённая бригада - войсковая часть 35390 - Controlled by
394 ЭКСПЛУАТАЦИОННО-ТЕХНИЧЕСКАЯ КОМЕНДАТУРА (ВОЕННО-ВОЗДУШНЫХ СИЛ) - Controlled by
4-я дивизия ПВО - войсковая часть 52116 - Controlled by
- 41-я общевойсковая Краснознамённая армия - войсковая часть 44424 - Controlled by
- 42nd Guard Motorized Rifle Division of the Combined Arms Army of the Russian Armed Forces – Military Unit 27777 - Controlled by
- 433 мотострелковый полк - войсковая часть 61918 - Controlled by
- 47 военное представительство Министерства обороны Российской Федерации - Controlled by
- 47th Bomber Aviation Regiment – Military Unit 45117 - Controlled by
- 473rd District Training Center for Junior Specialists of Motorized Rifle Troops – Military Unit 31612 - Controlled by
- 481 отделный ремонтно-восстановительный батальон - войсковая часть 44634 - Controlled by
- 49-я общевойсковая армия - войсковая часть 35181 - Controlled by
- 5-я общевойсковая армия - войсковая часть 06426 - Controlled by
- 520-я отдельная береговая ракетно-артиллерийская бригада - Controlled by
- 58-я общевойсковая армия - войсковая часть 47084 - Controlled by
- 6th Leningrad Air Force and Air Defense Army – military unit 09436 - Controlled by
- 6-я общевойсковая армия - войсковая часть 31807 - Controlled by
- 626 батальон Специального назначения - войсковая часть 64178 - Controlled by
- 64-я отдельная гвардейская мотострелковая бригада 35-й общевойсковой армии - Войсковая часть 51460 - Controlled by
- 6971st Combined Arms Army – Military Unit 12910 - Controlled by
- 7-я гвардейская десантно-штурмовая дивизия - войсковая часть 61756 – Controlled by
- 7-я отдельная гвардейская танковая казачья бригада - военная часть 89547 - Controlled by
- 7000-я гвардейская Борисовская Померанская дважды Краснознамённая ордена Суворова III степени авиационная база - Controlled by
- 7062-я авиационная база морской авиации Тихоокеанского флота ВМФ России – Controlled by
- 74-я отдельная гвардейская мотострелковая бригада - войсковая часть 21005 – Controlled by
- 76-я гвардейская десантно-штурмовая дивизия - войсковая часть 07264 – Controlled by
- 8-я общевойсковая армия - войсковая часть 61877 – Controlled by
- 8-я отдельная гвардейская мотострелковая Черноговская дважды ордена Ленина, Краснознамённая, орденов Суворова, Кутузова и Богдана Хмельницкого бригада - Controlled by
- 81-я гвардейская стрелковая дивизия – Controlled by
- 83-я отдельная гвардейская десантно-штурмовая бригада - войсковая часть 71289 – Controlled by
- 9-я отдельная мотострелковая бригада - войсковая часть 54046 – Controlled by
- 96-я отдельная разведывательная бригада - войсковая часть 52634 – Controlled by
- 968-я отдельная рота десантного обеспечения - войсковая часть 77011 – Controlled by
- 98-я гвардейская воздушно-десантная дивизия - войсковая часть 65451 – Controlled by
Береговые войска Военно-морского флота Российской Федерации – Controlled by
 Военно-морской флот Российской Федерации – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 10529 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 02511 - 138-я отдельная гвардейская мотострелковая бригада – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 03842 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 053559 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 19745 – Controlled by
 Military unit 19893 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 20924 – Controlled by
 Military unit 40491 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 52531 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 55248 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 55624 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 58550 - 20-я гвардейская мотострелковая дивизия – Controlled by
 Military Unit 61535 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 62231 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 63779 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 72175 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 75105 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 77984 – Controlled by
 Воинская часть 83590 – Controlled by
 armed forces of the USSR – Predecessor
 General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation – Controlled by
 State Institution ‘Military Unit 32396 of the Command of the Special Purpose Commands of the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation’ – Controlled by
 Краснознамённая Каспийская флотилия – Controlled by
 Краснознамённый Приволжско−Уральский военный округ – Controlled by
 Red Banner Interspecific Regional Training Center for Engineer Troops of the Ministry of Defense – Military Unit 64120 – Controlled by
 Отряд специального назначения "Скиф" - войсковая часть 6760 – Controlled by
 Приморская флотилия разнородных сил – Controlled by
 Российские наемники-боевики, воюющие с Украиной – Controlled by
 Directorate of the Volga–Ural Military District – Controlled by
 Federal Budgetary Institution Military unit 45816 – Controlled by
 Federal State Public Institution ‘Military Unit 10253’ – Controlled by
 Federal State Public Institution ‘Military Unit 71592’ – Controlled by
 Федеральное бюджетное учреждение Войсковая часть 20634 – Controlled by
 Федеральное государственное учреждение "Управление Балтийского флота" – Controlled by
Если вы хотите узнать больше о данных лицах, вы можете использовать данные, представленные в таблице.

### Dossier:

#### Sanctions:

- **Belaventsev Oleg Evgen'yevich**
  Council Of Ministers Of The Republic Of Crimea, Assistant to the Head of the Republic
  serviceperson

- **Voronovskiy Anatoliy Vladimirovich**
  The State Duma, deputy, member of the committee on transport and development of transport infrastructure
  Assistant Chief of Staff for Combat Training of the Special Purpose
  Reconnaissance Post of the Northern Fleet; Senior Officer of the Office of the Deputy Fleet Commander for Armaments

- **Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich**
  Head of the General Headquarters
  serviceperson

- **Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich**
  Commander of the 144th Guards Motorized Rifle Division of the North-Western Group of Forces

- **Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich**
  Deputy Army Commander, Commander of the Headquarters - First Deputy Army Commander, Commander of the 58th Combined Army in the North Caucasus Military District

- **Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich**
  chief of staff of the Far East Military District

- **Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich**
  Head of the Chief Directorate of Military Training and Routine Military Duty

- **Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich**
  Chief of Staff of the North Caucasus Military District

- **Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil'yevich**
  Force Commander of the Leningrad Military District
Head of the General Headquarters
**Gerasimov Valeriy Vasil’evich**
Force Commander of the Central Military District
**Gurulev Andrey Viktorovich**
**The State Duma**, deputy, member of the Defense Committee

serviceperson
**Dimov Oleg Dmitrievich**
**The State Duma**, deputy, member of the Committee for Financial Control

serviceperson
**Doluda Nikolay Aleksandrovich**
**The State Duma**, deputy, Chairperson of the Duma Committee for Ethnic Affairs

serviceperson
**Dyumin Aleksey Gennad’yevich**
‘Strategic Initiatives in New Projects Promotion Agency’ Autonomous NPO,
member of the supervisory board
engineer of the central unit of Integrated Technical Control of the Air Forces of Russia
**Kartapolov Andrey Valerievich**
**The State Duma**, MP, Chairman of the Committee on Industry and Trade
Deputy Commander of the 41st Army in the Siberian Military District
**Kartapolov Andrey Valerievich**
**The State Duma**, MP, Chairman of the Committee on Industry and Trade
Commander of the Force Grouping in Syria
**Kartapolov Andrey Valerievich**
**The State Duma**, MP, Chairman of the Committee on Industry and Trade

serviceperson
**Kartapolov Andrey Valerievich**
**The State Duma**, MP, Chairman of the Committee on Industry and Trade
начальник управления главного оперативного управления генерального штаба
**Kartapolov Andrey Valerievich**
**The State Duma**, MP, Chairman of the Committee on Industry and Trade
заместитель начальника генерального штаба, начальник главного оперативного управления

**Kostyukov Igor Olegovich**
Head of the General Headquarters
**Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich**
Legislative Assembly of the Sevastopol City, deputy
Head of the Military Training Division of the Navy
**Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich**
Legislative Assembly of the Sevastopol City, deputy
commander of the missile cruiser ‘Moskva’
**Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich**
Legislative Assembly of the Sevastopol City, deputy
Interim Commander of the Caspian Military Flotilla
**Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich**
Legislative Assembly of the Sevastopol City, deputy
commander of the missile cruiser ‘Admiral Golovko’
**Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich**
Legislative Assembly of the Sevastopol City, deputy
Head of the Military Training Division of the Black Sea Fleet
**Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich**
Legislative Assembly of the Sevastopol City, deputy
Head of the Military Training Division of the Baltic Fleet
Kulikov Valeriy Vladimirovich
Legislative Assembly of the Sevastopol City, deputy
Deputy Commander of the Black Sea Fleet
Legislative Assembly of the Sevastopol City, deputy
Naval Assault Force Commander of the Black Sea Fleet
Legislative Assembly of the Sevastopol City, deputy
senior assistant to the commander of the missile cruiser ‘Slava’
Loginov Vyacheslav Yur'evich
The State Duma, Member of Parliament, First Deputy Chairman of the Committee for the Development of the Far East and the Arctic
serviceman, commander of a sound-measuring reconnaissance platoon, senior lieutenant
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich
Administration of the Head of the North Ossetia-Alania and the Government of the North Ossetia-Alania, Acting head of the Republic
Commander of the 73rd Brigade of the Water Area Defense Ships (Astrakhan)
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich
Administration of the Head of the North Ossetia-Alania and the Government of the North Ossetia-Alania, Acting head of the Republic
commander of the Novorossiysk naval base of the Black Sea Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich
Administration of the Head of the North Ossetia-Alania and the Government of the North Ossetia-Alania, Acting head of the Republic
Deputy Commander of the Black Sea Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich
Administration of the Head of the North Ossetia-Alania and the Government of the North Ossetia-Alania, Acting head of the Republic
commander of the navigational warhead of the base trawler of the Kola all-arms forces flotilla of the North Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich
Administration of the Head of the North Ossetia-Alania and the Government of the North Ossetia-Alania, Acting head of the Republic
Chief of Staff of the Novorossiysk Naval Base of the Black Sea Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich
Administration of the Head of the North Ossetia-Alania and the Government of the North Ossetia-Alania, Acting head of the Republic
commander of the base trawler of the Kola all-arms forces flotilla of the North Fleet
Menyaylo Sergey Ivanovich
Administration of the Head of the North Ossetia-Alania and the Government of the North Ossetia-Alania, Acting head of the Republic
Commander of the Headquarters of the106th Brigade of the Caspian flotilla water area defense ships (Kaspiysk, Dagestan)
Sergun Igor Dmitrievich
Head of the Main Division of the General Headquarters, Deputy Head of the General Headquarters
Sobolev Viktor Ivanovich
The State Duma, deputy, member of the Defense Committee
Shamanov Vladimir Anatol'yevich
The State Duma, deputy, Deputy Chairperson of the Committee for the Development of Civil Society, Issues of Public and Religious Associations commander of the 328th Guards Paratrooper Regiment of the 104th Guards Airborne Division
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